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About Calibration Files 
 
General information about sensor placement and numb ering :  Although a thermistor chain may 
contain t & p sensor nodes with numbers 1 through 20, there only 13 operating nodes on each 
chain.  Although node numbers may appear in numeric order this is not always case as node 
number is only used to indicate the order in which a given node is set to respond ("reply order") 
when it is asked to provide a t & p measurement. Node number also indicates the column of the 
_press.txt file that a node's data will appear in.  For example, if node number 14 is the third node 
from the surface (see "Pressure Calibration Files" below), its data will nonetheless appear in 
column fourteen of the _press.txt data file. 
 
How to identify a Restrained ADOS A instrument : There are three relevant id numbers that 
identify a given Restrained ADOS A instrument, they are: controller number, imei number and 
thermistor chain number. For example, the following notation 1_3450 would indicate controller 
number 1 and imea number 3450.  Chain 8 would indicate thermistor chain number 8. 
 
Restrained ADOS A id number relationships : 
chain: 5 controller_imea:  2_0950 
chain: 6 controller_imea:  8_8760 
chain: 7 controller_imea:  5_4590 
chain: 8 controller_imea:  9_1770 
chain: 9 controller_imea: 10_0780 
 
Pressure calibration files, entitled "chain[_] tabl e of depths and scaling factors". 
 
Five columns of data: nodes, present (yes-no),scaling factor, actual order, nominal depth (m). 
 
Columns 1-3 go together.   
Column 1: nodes - the reply order (described above) and column that data will appear in 
Column 2: present (yes-no) - does the chain contain a node with this reply order number 
Column 3: scaling factor - for use in formula, corrects pressure for depth of node 
 
Columns 4 and 5 go together. 
Column 4: actual order - lists sensor order on thermistor chain from nearest surface to deepest 
Column 5: nominal depth (m) - depth below surface of each node 
 
Pressure Calibration Files, entitled "chain[_]_pres sure_offset”. 
 
One column of data: pressure offset in bar.  
 
Column 1: pressure offset in bar 
Note: NaN indicates node is not present 
 
Temperature Calibration Files, entitled "chain[_]_t emp_cal". 
 
Three columns of space delimited data.  
 
Column 1: slope 
Column 2: intercept 
Column 3: accuracy at 99% confidence 
Note: NaN indicates node is not present 


